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1. This note is a continuation of [5] and two examples of Πj-factors are
constructed. The first example shows the following proposition that is an
analogy of an example of [3] and that of [1].

PROPOSITION 1. Let M be a hyperfinite continuous von Neumann

algebra. Then there exist a regular maximal abelian subalgebra A and

an abelian subalgebra B of M with the following properties.

(1) B'Γ) M= A

( 2) A is a unique maximal abelian subalgebra of M which contains
B and AφB.

(3) (B'nM)' n MΦB .

The second example reproduces the following result of [2].

PROPOSITION 2. There exists a group G of outer automorphisms of a
hyperfinite continuous factor M such that the crossed product (M, G) does
not have property P in the sense of [6].

2. For convenience sake, we shall summerize the result of [7]. Let G

be an arbitrary countably infinite group. Let Δ be the set of all functions
oL(g) on G: a(g) = l on a finite subset of G and —0 elsewhere, and Δ is an
additive group under the addition [a +β](g) = a(g)+β(g) (mod 2), O(gr) = O for
all g e G. Let Δ' be the set of all functions <p(Ύ) on Δ : φ(Ύ) = 1 on a finite
subset of Δ and =0 elsewhere. Δ' is an additive group under the addition
ϊφ + ψ](y) = <p(ψ) + ψ(y) (mod 2) and 0(7) = 0 for all 7£ Δ. For every az Δ,
φ->φa: φ"(y) = φ(y + a) is an automorphism of Δ\ Defining the product
(φ,a)(ψ,β) = (φB + ψ,a-\-β), we have a locally finite countably infinite group
© of all elements (φya)s (Δ\ Δ) with the identity (0,0) and {φ9a)~x = (φa, a).

Let H be the Hubert space 12(&)9 and for each (<p,ά)z® let Viφ,a) be the
unitary operator on H defined by [V{φ>Λ)f]((ψyβ)) =/((ψ, fi)(<p9*)). Then the
ring of operators M=R (V(9,iβ)| (φ, a) € ®) is a hyperfinite continuous factor.
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Next, define an operator Tg (resp. T'g) on Δ (resp. Δ') for each g€ G as follows:

\T(Ja\(h) = a(f/h), I_7>](7) = ^(T^Ύ) for # € Δ , ψ € Δ' .

Then, for each g^G we define a unitary operator C/p on H by [tΛ/]((<?>, #))
= f((Tg(p,TgCC)), and g-+Ug is a faithful unitary representation oί G on H
and for each # € G {φ e)

defines an outer automorphism of M. Thus we can construct the crossed
product (if/, G) in the sense of [8] and (M, G) is a factor of type Πj.

3. In this section we shall prove Proposition 1. In §3 and §4 we use the
notations used in §2. Let φ0 be the element of Δ' which takes value 1 only
at OΞ Δ. Let A=R(y{φj0)\φ^ Δ') and B = R(V{φo,O)). Then it is obvious that
A and B are abelian subalgebras of M= R(Vi9ta)\ (φ9 a) € ©) which is a
hyperfinite continuous von Neumann algebra. We shall prove that these A
and B satisfy the assertion of Proposition 1.

LEMMA 1. A is a regular maximal abelian subalgebra of M.

PROOF. Let (φ,<x) be an element of © such that (φ,ά)(ψ,0)= (ψ,0)(φ,a)
for all ψ£ Δ\ Then, by the law of multiplication in & we have ψ — ψa for
all ψ1^ Δ', and so a = 0. Hence we have A' DM = A Let A be an element
of A. According to [4], there is a unique family of scalars {Xφ}φeΔί> such

that A — Σ^λp V(f,,o) where ]Γ] is taken in the sense of metric convergence in.

M. Thus we have

v {Φ,β) A v ^ β j - 2w

Hence P^R (U € M, unitary | U*AU ^ A) = M, that is A is a regular maximal
abelian subalgebra of M.

LEMMA 2. AφB, B Γ\M—A and so A is a unique maximal abelian
subalgebra of M which contains B.
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PROOF. It is obvious that A Φ B and B'ΠM^A. If (φ9a)(<p0,0)
= (<Po,O)(φ9a), (<P + <PO,OL) = (φ + φS,a) and we have <po = φ%. Hence a — 0 by

the definition of φ0 and (^, ά) = (?>, 0). Therefore 5 ' n l £ l Let C be a
maximal abelian subalgebra of M which contains B. Then we have A — B'
nMl3C'nM= C, and A = C by the maximality of C.

By Lemma 2, we have

(B' nM)' nM= A' nM= AΦ B

and the assertion of Proposition 1 is proved.

4. In this section, we shall prove Proposition 2. For each g € G, (φ, cc)
—> {T'gcp, TgOi) defines an automorphism of ©, and the collection of all pair
(</, (<p, Λ)) € (G, ©) is a countably infinite group by the law of composition:

(g, (φ, ά)) (h, (ψ, β)) = (fjh, (φ, α)(7>, ψ , T^ /8)) ,

(g,(φ,a))^ = {g-\{T'gφ\T(,a)),

(e, (0, 0))^, (φ, a)) = (g, (φ, ά))(e, (0, 0)) = {g, (φ, ά)) .

By M we mean the ring of operators generated by V t o (^a ) ) on h((G, ©)):
[VW,,.,,/! ((A, (ψ, 5))) = /((Λ, (Vr, /β)) (g, (φ, a))).

Then the following lemma is easily seen.*0

LEMMA 3. The crossed product (M, G) is isomorphic to M.

By Lemma 3 and the result of [6] we have

PROPOSITION 2'. If G is a free group with two generators, the crossed
product (M, G) does not have property P.

PROOF. TO prove this proposition, it is sufficient to show that (G,&)
does not admit a non-negative, right invariant, finitely additive measure ηι
such that μ((G, (#)) = 1 by Lemma 3 and [6: Lemma 7]. Suppose that such
a μ exist. Let p be the projection of (G, ©) to G, that is, p((g ,(φ, a))) = g.
For each EdG, we define μγ(E) = μ{p~\E))y and then μΛ is a non-negative,
right invariant, finitely additive measure on G. This contradicts to [6 : p. 24]
and the assertion is proved.

*) N. Suzuki has pointed out that more general discussion can be done in the context of crossed
extension of a group.
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